STATION ROAD, UPHALL

BOARD 1 - INTRODUCTION

What is the purpose of this consultation?
The purpose of this Pre-Application Public Consultation is to inform
the community of a proposed planning application for mixed-use
development at Station Road, Uphall by Uphall Estates Ltd, the owner
of the adjoining Uphall Business Park.
Due to restrictions on public gathering because of COVID-19, this
consultation is being held online although invitations have been made
to community councils and local councillors to visit Uphall Estates
in small groups.
The exhibition forms part of pre-application procedures agreed
with West Lothian Council, which have included a public notice in
the West Lothian Courier.
The consultation procedures were set out in a Proposal of Application
Notice submitted to the Council (ref. 0400/PAC/20) for a proposed
mixed-use development including residential, commercial, park and
ride site, solar voltaic array and associated works.
The proposal is at an early stage and therefore the current
consultation is intended to encourage discussion with the local
community which can then inform the design process ahead of a
formal planning application.

Figure 1 - Wider Location

As set out on Board 2, the proposal seeks to address an important
need for additional new homes in West Lothian with a sustainable
development proposal linked to local facilities, public transport links,
cycling/walking routes and renewable energy sources.
We welcome your involvement in this design process and look
forward to answering your queries.

What, Where, Who, When?
The proposed development seeks to build on the investment by
Uphall Estates in the adjoining business park which was acquired in
2008 from Tarmac Wimpey. Since that time, significant sums have
been invested in developing industrial, storage and office space along
with a 900KW Biomass Boiler providing sustainable renewable
energy. The estate now employs approximately 200 people.
The proposed site is located south of the A89 at Uphall and north
of the M8 / Edinburgh-Glasgow rail-line at Uphall Station. As
highlighted on Figure 1, the site is strategically well located for
travel to Livingston, Edinburgh and central Scotland.

Figure 2 - Site Boundary Plan

The proposed planning application boundary is illustrated on
Figures 2 & 3, and comprises two distinct areas, both historically
used by the former shale oil industry. The western area comprises
a field between Station Road and the industrial estate which is
enclosed by mature woodland on three sides and the eastern area
comprises Stankards Bing which is also largely enclosed by woodland
and vegetation and slopes to the east and A89 to north. Core Path
WL17 (Uphall to East Calder) bisects the overall site.
The proposed application is to be for permission in principle to
develop up to 200 homes (subject to detailed design), local facilities,
landscaped open space and a park and ride car park on the western
area and ground-mounted solar panels and upgraded paths on the
eastern area, as illustrated on Board 5.
Further detailed studies are being undertaken to inform proposals
with a planning application expected to be submitted to West
Lothian Council in Autumn 2020. Allowing for the planning process,
construction on the first phase of development could begin from
2022.

Figure 3 - SESplan 2 Spatial Strategy

Figure 3 - Aerial View
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BOARD 2 - PLANNING POLICY

Why is the development being proposed?
West Lothian Council is required to maintain a five year effective
housing land supply at all times and existing planning policy supports
new housing sites to meet an identified shortfall in supply, subject to
acceptable impact on landscape / settlement character, infrastructure,
sustainable development principles and deliverability within a five
year period.
West Lothian currently has an identified shortfall in housing supply
and the Uphall proposal can deliver a highly sustainable development
to meet requirements.

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP)
SPP states a presumption in favour of development than contributes
to sustainable development with four key planning outcomes to be
achieved; 1) creation of successful, sustainable places that support
sustainable economic growth and regeneration,2) low-carbon places,
which reduce carbon emissions and adapt to climate change, 3)
natural, resilient places which help to protect natural and cultural
assets and facilitate their sustainable use, 4) more connected places
which support better transport and digital connectivity.

Figure 4 - SESplan Spatial Strategy Map

SPP requires that local authorities maintain a five year effective
housing land supply at all times.
The Uphall proposal can deliver new homes and the proposal
comprises sustainable development in line with national policy.

South East Scotland
Strategic Development Plan (SESplan)
SESplan identifies West Lothian as a Strategic Development Area
with Uphall located on the northern edge of Livingston which is
the principal settlement to accommodate growth (see Figure 5).
SESplan sets out housing targets for West Lothian which is to
accommodate 18,010 new homes between 2009-24 (there have
been 6,123 completions between 2009-19). There is a need to
deliver as much of the residual 11,887 homes as possible by 2024.
New housing targets are to be developed through a new National
Planning Framework and Regional Spatial Strategy but this is not
expected to be in place until 2022 at the earliest.

Figure 3 - SESplan 2 Spatial Strategy

Figure 5 - SESplan Spatial Strategy - West Lothian

West Lothian Local Development Plan
(LDP)
The adopted West Lothian LDP 2018 reflects SESplan and sets out
proposed housing sites to meet targets. However, the sites allocated
for housing will not be sufficient and West Lothian is not currently
providing a five year effective housing land supply as required by
national policy. This is set out below:
• West Lothian Housing Supply Target 2009-24:				 18,010
• Housing Completions 2009-19 :									6,123
• Residual/5yr Effective Land Supply Target 2019-24: 		 11,887
• WLC 5 Year Housing Programme (HLA19):					 7,931
• Surplus/Shortfall:															-3,956
The site is currently zoned countryside but adjoins zoned business/
industry sites and both Uphall and Uphall Station (see Figure 6).
As noted above, the LDP includes a policy to allow for unallocated
sites to come forward to address the identified housing land shortfall
subject to meeting certain criteria.

Figure 6 - West Lothian LDP map extract with Proposed Site
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BOARD 3 - KEY ISSUES

Public Transport Connections & Enhancements

Sustainability

RAIL - The proposed site is adjacent to Uphall Rail Station, providing a frequent
service east to Edinburgh (20 mins) and west to Glasgow (1hr). The proposal
includes a new park and ride car park with quick pedestrian access via the
existing lit Core Path and M8 underpass. The car park is planned to provide
c.250 spaces and ease pressure on the existing Uphall Station car park.

The proposal seeks to create new homes capable of being accessed via excellent
public transport connections which are made attractive to use. Alongside the
proposed park and ride car park for Uphall Station (which will include electric
vehicle charging points), a hub for cyclists is planned adjacent to the Core Path.
This will provide local changing facilities, cycle storage and local cafe/workspace
in close proximity to the Station.

BUS - An existing bus route (X24 Livingston-Uphall-Broxburn) adjoins the site
on Station Road which also provides connections to direct Edinburgh services.
CYCLE/WALK - The adjoining Core Path WL17 (Uphall to East Calder)
provides a safe,lit,cycle and walking route to local services in Uphall,Uphall Station
and Livingston. Improvements are proposed in the vicinity of the underpass to
create an attractive route.

The proposal includes solar voltaic panels to be located on Stankards Bing to
provide a renewable energy source for the proposed development.
Greenspace will be created within the site, linking to existing woodland and the
Beugh Burn corridor. Upgraded path links across the Bing will enhance access.

Figure 7 - Uphall Station

Figure 8 - Solar Array

Landscape/Countryside Belt

Placemaking

Whilst the site is currently zoned within the Countryside Belt in the West
Lothian Local Development Plan, the site is not subject to any specific landscape
or historic environment restrictive designations. The existing business park
already places built development in this countryside corridor and the proposal
would retain woodland boundaries and not extend housing towards Uphall.

The Station Road proposal will form a sustainable development with a range of
housing (detached, semi-detached and terraced homes plus apartments) with a
mix of private sale, private rent and affordable tenures to be provided.

Both parts of the site were historically used for shale oil deposits and have been
restored over the years to rough pasture so no prime agricultural land will be
lost.
The proposed housing development will be well enclosed by existing woodland
while the proposed solar panels on Stankards Bing will also be enclosed by
existing woodland with additional planting where necessary.

Figure 9 - Existing mature woodland on site boundary

Sustainable transport connections will be provided alongside a community hub
with ground-floor retail/commercial space beneath apartments fronting new
greenspace. This will provide opportunities for a new bike hub, a local shop,
cafe and workspace hub for home-workers in the new housing.
Local services at Uphall including Uphall Primary School can be safely accessed
via the Core Path with Broxburn Academy within a short bus journey.
A safe, attractive environment can be created with excellent connectivity.

Figure 10 - Creating a new community
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BOARD 4 - HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

1856
O.S. extract 1856
The site is largely agricultural land, bisected north-south
by a branch train line from the Edinburgh-Bathgate
rail line and bisected east-west by the Beugh Burn.
‘Houston’ Station (now Uphall Station) is shown to
the south of the site and the village of Uphall and the
Middleton Hall estate can be seen to the north, beyond
Stankards Farm.

Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland

Figure 11 - 1856

O.S. extract 1920

1920

The site forms part of the Uphall Oil Works, with shale
oil deposits across the whole area. Stankards Rows
(workers cottages) are located on the western edge
of the site on Station Road and the site is bisected by
the branch rail to Uphall and a tramway for the oil
shale works. The extensive development of buildings
associated with the works is visible to the immediate
east (now Uphall Business Park).

Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland

Figure 12 - 1920

O.S. extract 1950

1950

The site is still occupied by oil shale deposits but the
majority of the buildings on the oil works site have
been removed. The main change is the A89 (bypassing
Uphall/Broxburn) is now in place, adjoining the
northern edge of the site.

Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland

Figure 13 - 1950
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BOARD 5 - INDICATIVE DESIGN 1
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Figure 15
Application Site Context

Figure 15 highlights the red-line planning application boundary in the context of existing surrounding uses.
There is an opportunity to create an attractive new landscaped path over Stankards Bing as a resource for the wider community. Solar panels
will be positioned on the Bing with the final extent to be confirmed (potential for up to 2MW energy to be produced).
The proposal would provide new homes, local facilities (cycle hub, potential workspace and local retail/cafe) and a new park and ride car park
within close proximity of Uphall Station and would be linked by lit paths to Uphall Station and Uphall.
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BOARD 6 - INDICATIVE DESIGN 2

notes:
1. This drawing is Copyright reserved and should be used only for the purposes
intended in its original issue.
2. Do not scale off this drawing, use only figured dimensions. The Contractor is to
bring to the attention of the Architect any discrepancies contained in this drawing
prior to work commencing.
3. This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all relevant drawings and
specifications including those from other Consultants.
4. Any existing dimensions should be checked on site and any discrepancies
reported to the Architect.
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Figure 16
Indicative Site Layout

Figure 16 provides an indicative site layout for the main part of the site.
The plan shows a new tree-lined route accessed from Station Road with Zone A (north) and Zone B (south) providing approximately 140 twostorey homes with a large central greenspace. The final design would provide a range of different housetypes within these areas.
Zone C provides approximately 40 apartments (three-storey) with ground-floor commercial units (flexible spaces for local workspace, retail,
cafe, nursery use).
The Park & Ride car park provides approximately 270 spaces split into two phases, with cycle hub facilities and improved access via the Core
Path / M8 underpass.

Key Studies

Final Words

The applicant has commissioned a range of supporting studies to shape the
proposal and allow for an application for planning permission in principle
in Autumn 2020.

Uphall Estates wish to create a new mixed-use development that encourages
sustainable living, where a sense of community can be fostered, whilst making
an effective contribution to West Lothian’s housing land supply requirements.

• Environmental Impact Assessment Report
• Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
• Habitat/Ecology Phase 1 Assessment
• Transport Assessment
• Noise Impact Assessment
• Air Quality Assessment
• Renewable Energy Statement
• Geo-environmental & Contaminated Land Assessment
• Flood Risk Assessment
• Surface Water Drainage Strategy
• Education Capacity Assessment
• Housing Land Supply Assessment
• Design Statement / Masterplan

We hope to engage with the public throughout the design process with the
aim of creating a new, sustainable community. Key topics have been covered
in this consultation and more detailed proposals will be presented at future
consultations. We look forward to hearing from you.

Village
Centre

Please provide feedback comments:
By Post: 			 Uphall Estates Ltd, Uphall Business Park, Uphall EH52 5NT
By Email: 			 david@uphallestates.co.uk
Via Website: www.uphallestates.co.uk
Please provide any responses by Friday 31st July 2020
Please note that a formal period for comments will be made available by West
Lothian Council once an application has been submitted.
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